AN INTRODUCTION TO WANKCOIN
With more than 20 years of experience developing cutting edge technologies and driving advancements in
several sectors including: Entertainment, Online Payment Processing, Video and Audio Encoding, Virtual
Reality Production, App Development and CPA Advertising Networks, the WankCoin team has a proven track
record of identifying and solving longstanding issues in the online world with very positive results. In 2013, the
team recognized the difficulties that all payment facilitators in the Adult Entertainment Industry were dealing
with as part of their day-to-day operations.

COST PER TRANSACTION
Banks refuse to work with clients in the industry, the credit card association treats the industry harshly,
alternative payment solutions charge up to 35% in fees to process transactions, and the many companies that
previously aimed to solve these challenges rarely lasted more than a few months.
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THE SOLUTION
With a keen insider
understanding of all the issues
affecting payments made within
the adult industry for Purchases,
Subscriptions, and B2B
transactions (along with the
additional layer of complexity
added to personal banking for
executives in the industry), the
WankCoin team crafted a
solution that moves the entire
payment process forward into a
new era of simplicity and
reliability.
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REAL RESULTS
Launched in 2014 as an SHA256 Cryptocurrency Coin, and recently converted to an ERC20 token, WankCoin
is a safe, anonymous and secure way to pay for adult entertainment. It protects a consumer’s personal
information while preventing recurring payments, eliminating hidden or misleading fees and prohibits many
forms of consumer fraud. With WankCoin 100% of the money a consumer pays for a product goes directly to
the merchant, ensuring the best chance of that money being re-invested back into the product itself, instead
of being leeched away by middlemen. Finally, WankCoin removes the burden of unfair and often nonsensical
regulations that are imposed by credit card associations on “high risk” industries. That’s why WankCoin is
already accepted by more than 100+ top brands, including the 2018 Virtual Reality Site of the Year!
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THE WANKCOIN TEAM
With more than 250 years of experience combined, the WankCoin team is as
experienced, trusted, respected and driven as any management group you will
ever find. Our core managers have been together, shaping technological
advancements in multiple industries for more than two full decades.
Our passion to solve complex problems through the adoption and adaptation of advanced technology has placed
us in the best position to support the ongoing development needs of WankCoin and the sector it serves. Our team
is BIG, because our ambitions are BIG! Best of all, we are completely transparent and easy to contact for
investors or anyone in need of support.
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To celebrate the re-launch of
WankCoin as an ERC20 Token,
WankCoin is initiating a second
edition token sale starting on May
7th, 2018. The token sale is open to
anyone eligible to purchase or own
cryptocurrency and there are no
restrictions on individual purchases
during the sale.

FIRST 200 MILLION
40% BONUS
NEXT 200 MILLION
30% BONUS
NEXT 200 MILLION
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FINAL 200 MILLION
10% BONUS

THE FUTURE OF WANKCOIN
The WankCoin team is interested in fostering growth throughout the adult sector
and beyond it, but there are 3 main areas that we are currently focused on:

VIRTUAL REALITY
WankCoin was created to solve a number of problems with online payments.
More recently, our team recognized that no one was producing quality content
for use on advanced VR headsets, so we set out to rectify that for consumers.
We developed our own technology, created our own solutions and listened to
consumer feedback. In January, our first VR product, WankzVR.com, was
named the 2018 Virtual Reality site of the Year and access to it can be
purchased with WankCoin right now.

AUGMENTED REALITY
The natural next step from VR, is AR, and our team is already creating
augmented visual effects that interact with users in the real world. As the
marketplace evolves, we will bring AR out of our labs and into millions of homes
while establishing a symbiotic relationship between WankCoin and the world
class content you can purchase with it.

AI / ROBOTICS
The WankCoin team also uses advanced machine learning applications to
solve complex problems. By blending Artificial Intelligence with an affordable
robotic interface the WankCoin team is making significant advancements
toward the creation of truly intimate connections with virtual companions that
will eventually usher in new ways of entertaining and enriching the personal
lives of all digital consumers.

SUMMARY
WankCoin is an ERC20 Token available for sale to anyone interested in profiting from the continued growth of
the adult entertainment industry or other “high risk” merchant verticals online. More than 4 years of active use,
an amazing amount of leading edge technology and the most experienced team in the marketplace stand
behind every WankCoin token. Your interest is appreciated, and you are encouraged to read the detailed
whitepaper by clicking here, as you create your own account and become part of the next generation of
advanced technology investors with us.

